
Precise cursor navigation with Textkraft
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  This icon opens the cursor 
navigation tool. Close it by either 
hitting the icon again or by tapping 
anywhere on the keyboard area. On 
iPhones you can also tap the text 
area to hide it.
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Valid for all iPad versions 3.x and iPhone versions 1.x. Not any Textkraft version has all the features described!
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  Use the POI button (= point of interest) to return to 
the current cursor position at any time.
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  The slider is the fastest way to 
precisely place the cursor or scroll 
large text documents. 

   With the mode buttons you 
choose how the slider works:
 
The character mode moves the 
cursor char by char on the current 
line. The extreme left is the beginning 
of the line, the extreme right is the 
end of the line.

Select the word mode to move the 
cursor word-wise. When you move 
the slider to the left you always hit 
the beginning of a word. Move it to 
the right, to hit word ends.

The two green circles in the text 
above show the current range of the 
slider. When you hit the borders of 
the range and release the slider, the 
range will be extended to the 
direction you are moving.

When the scroll mode is activated, 
the slider scrolls the whole document 
without placing the cursor. This 
makes it easy to look up things in 
other parts of large documents.

When you scroll the document, the 
cursor will be highlighted with an 
orange circle, so that your eyes 
can follow it easily.
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  The slider arrow buttons let the slider move one 
character or word to the left or right. When scroll 
mode is selected it always scrolls three lines up or 
down per step.
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  These buttons place the cursor to the next 
sentence end to the right or the next sentence start 
to the left.
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  Moves the cursor one line up or down. The cursor 
tries to keep the x-position even when there are 
empty lines on your way.
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  These buttons place the cursor to the beginning or 
end of the document.
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  Scroll one page up or down with a tap without 
placing the cursor. Then use the POI button to return 
to your cursor position or tap on the text to set the 
cursor to a different location.
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